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Abstract—In a bid to achieve education for all the Nigerian government has embraced various initiatives that include Teacher Development Program (TDP) which tries to address weak teacher subject knowledge/ instructional practices for uplifting the current low pupil learning levels. However, it has been observed that the expansion of educational opportunities and overcrowded classes are hindering implementation of acquired intervention skills. So, this study used a descriptive survey design in a quantitative method, employing Linkert scale questionnaire items, to investigate evidence of teachers’ use of acquired skills from the TDP training in their classroom instructions in Hadejia town of Jigawa state, Nigeria. Responses were interpreted using mean and SD to determine extent of implementing components of the three constructs under study, and a p value to correlate the responses of the 15 administrators and that of the 81 teachers, who are the sample of the study, to find out if any significant differences existed between their views. Findings indicate that there are no significant differences between administrators’ and teachers’ responses on the implementation of the three constructs, but there exit some discrepancies about some variables under each construct. This finding can aid in-service teacher training decision making and modifications to ensure full implementation of acquired skills by TDP trained teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TDP is built on complementing and strengthening the work of Development Partners to support government to improve the quality of education provision. The programme commenced from 2013 to work till 2019 and is operating in six northern states of Nigeria- Jigawa, Kaduna, Kano, Katsina, Niger and Zamfara; to improve the skills of 66,000 teachers who are, in turn, expected to improve the learning outcomes of over 2.3 million students for every year they continue as teachers [1]. 665 teachers have received and participated in TDP training in Jigawa state. From this number, 96 teachers are from Hadejia local government education authority. 12 primary schools were selected by SUBEB and TDP to participate in the training and 8 teachers from each school (4 from cohort 1 A and 4 from cohort 1 B) have received training. Before intervention, TDP treatment school teachers were found to involve learners in positive interactions for only 24% of lesson time [2]. So, this paper examined the implementation of good practice by these TDP trained teachers to see if there is positive improvement in their instructional interactions with the learners.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

For success in providing education for all, teachers should have constant training and thorough supervisions [3] because they are very vital and essential for achieving such education [4]. But, the quality of Nigerian teachers is still a challenge because, they are poorly trained with about 70% in the north having below NCE trainings [5]. This necessitated directive actions to uplift teacher effectiveness.

The mandated minimum qualification for teachers in Nigeria is the Nigerian certificate in Education (NCE) and government has planned that unqualified ones be removed from the job [6]. Despite such giant strides to boost education, low subject knowledge and poor teaching still exists in Nigeria [7]. It has been found that teachers’ inability to use proper teaching methods contributes in poor learning outcomes.

This is because, as Tata and Rabiu [8] stated, teachers sometimes hardly ponder on learners’ level and background when employing methods for instructions. On the average teachers are found to involve pupils for about 25% of the lesson time even in child-centred and hands-on teaching practices that characterise effective teachers and classroom practice. By comparison, simply writing or reading mostly took up to 37% of lesson time [9].
Furthermore, research findings indicate that overcrowded classes due to expansion of educational prospects have made the former teacher centred methods persistent, with limited chances of using learnt training skills [10] which take learners’ needs and temperaments into cognisance. Additionally, about 56% teachers in Jigawa state were found not qualified, and since learning the means of improving teachers’ effectiveness is a constant critical aspect of sustainable educational improvements [11], the executive chairman of the Jigawa State Universal Basic Education Board (SUBEB), Alhaji Salisu Zakari said that over 240 teachers are involved in training organized by the state government in collaboration with TDP to boost their productivity, [12]. Teachers in the state have been participating in development training for the past five years and should by this time have improved the learning outcomes of a substantial number of students. Though, sustainable improvement of teacher effectiveness is difficult in Nigeria, programmes concerned with their situations will likely succeed [11].

Nonetheless, potential barriers may exist when teachers cannot see the purpose of training. Requiring teachers to give up their limited time to learn new strategies is more productive if the teachers see the value in it. When they see no purpose for it, training may be non-productive as teachers may feel bored and/or overwhelmed [13]. Consequently, it is essential to investigate implementation of TDP learned training methods and skills of improvisations by teachers who have completed training and attended cluster meetings.

III. METHODOLOGY

The descriptive survey design was employed in this study because it helps to ensure the reliability and relevance of obtained information from a couple of groups on the actual implementation of the issue under investigation. [14], said descriptive research design helps to vividly explain and interpret a current condition. By using this design, data could be gathered on the past one-year classroom instructional and pedagogical practices of the TDP trained teachers to determine implementation of acquired skills. Moreover, this type of design describes conditions or situations of variables under study as they exist in their natural settings and finds out status of a phenomenon by studying the population concerning variables from which the required information that can help in generalizing is acquired [15].

Hence, two sets of questionnaires with similar contents were constructed and administered to 15 TDP local government administrators and 84 teachers. So, questionnaires distributed for collecting data were 99. However, only 81 teachers returned their completed questionnaires. But, all the 15 members of the administrative group completed and returned theirs making the available number for data analysis to be 96.

Data were statistically calculated and interpreted through descriptive analysis by using the mean/ SD, and p values to explain the extent of implementation per the responses of the two groups and determine their relationships respectively. Responses were collected in the form of Likert item data and presented in three tables each displaying the mean, SD and p values of responses in each item. Explanations of the values were then given under each table.

The use of comparative inference in the conduct of this research work assumed that since the administrative group constantly supervise the classroom instructions and cluster meetings (CMs) each term, there will be no disagreement concerning the implementation of learned training skills and methods. Equally, the population of the study comprises all the teachers under TDP training and the administrative group who plan, organise, facilitate, and oversee all training and implementation activities. Therefore, the study is limited to only TDP personnel and TDP trained teachers of Hadejia local government Education Authority in Jigawa state, Nigeria. Another limitation is that only 81 out of the 84 teachers returned their questionnaires; 3 female teachers misplaced theirs and due to limitation of time replacements were not given to them. Hence, 24 females and 57 male teachers participated in this research work.

The purpose of this study is to better understand the dynamics of teachers putting newly learned best practices into action, including what TDP pedagogical methods and materials they are currently using to enhance students’ success and the questions guiding it are:

RQ1: Have teachers been using facilitative classroom language in their teaching?
RQ2: Have teachers been implementing learned methods and skills during instructions?
RQ3: Have teachers been improvising materials and using TDP resources as guides in their instructional plans?

The above questions will be supported with the following hypotheses:

H1. There is no significant deference between teachers’ and administrators’ responses on the use of appropriate classroom language during instructions.
H2. There is no significant deference between teachers’ and administrators’ responses on the implementation of learnt methods and skills during instructions.
H3. There is no significant deference between teachers’ and administrators’ responses on the improvisation of no cost/ low cost materials and use of TDP materials as guide during instructions.
IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

Findings are discussed against each research question and hypothesis using tables.

RQ1: Have teachers been using facilitative classroom language in their teaching?

TABLE 1. ANSWERS FOR QR1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Teachers Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Administrators Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Give instructions with easy understandable language</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Commend and praise learners for correct or relevant responses</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>4.32</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Avoid use of self-esteem harming utterances and correct mistakes with motivating comments</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Use advice instead of reprimand when correcting behaviour</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the implementation of learned effective classroom language, items 1 and 2 have means of 4.32 and 4.60 respectfully, indicating that teachers always use easy comprehensible language when giving instructions, and commend and praise learners’ right answers. The SD 0.82 and 0.56 of the teachers show low dispersion of responses from the mean, while SD 1.13 of administrators shows high spread, and 0.56 of the second item shows a lesser spread from their mean.

For avoiding the use of language which can harm learners’ self-esteem, teachers’ responses to item 3 indicate that they mostly do that with a mean of 4.11, and always use advice instead of reprimand when correcting learners’ behaviours as indicated by a mean of 4.41 in item 4. The spread of responses from the mean is 1.16 for item 3 showing a high dispersion from the mean, and 0.51 for item 4, which indicates a moderate dispersion of responses from their mean value. In contrast, administrators’ mean of 2.22 and 2.03 in items 3 and 4, and the spread of responses from the mean of 0.91 and 0.65 show that teachers still use language that can harm learners’ self-esteem.

RQ2: Have teachers been implementing learned methods and skills during instructions?

TABLE 2. ANSWERS FOR QR 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Teachers Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Administrators Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. Give individual, pair and group tasks and guide/support learners to do them</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Encourage high-level thinking, give take-home assignments and provide instant feedback</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Use instructional games, role play and drama in my instructions</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Use chants, rhymes, songs, and storytelling in my instructions</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Responses to item 5 indicate that teachers always use individual, pair, and peer tasks and support learners in executing them, because it has 4.35 and 4.25 as means for teachers and administrators respectfully. The SDs are 0.80 and 0.98 indicating not high dispersion between responses and their mean. Item 6 has a mean of 4.33 for teachers indicating that they always encourage elevated level thinking, give take-home assignments and provide instant feedback to learners’ responses. The SD is 0.49 showing that the spread of scores from their mean is low. However, this is opposed to the administrators’ views which show 2.05 mean. But instructional games, roleplay, and drama are mostly used during instructions by the teachers as indicated with a mean of 4.13 which agrees with the mean of 4.12 in the administrators’ responses to item 7.

Responses to item 8 have a mean of 2.14, indicating that teachers rarely use chants, rhymes, songs, and storytelling during instructions. Spread of the responses from their mean is high as indicated by an SD of 1.28. Both teachers and administrators agree that chants, rhymes, songs and storytelling are not well used.

RQ3: Have teachers been improvising materials and using TDP resources as guides in their instructional plans?
Table 3 shows that item 9 has a mean of 4.32/SD of 0.90 for teachers and mean of 4.14/SD of 1.07 for administrator, indicating that teachers use no-cost/low-cost materials during instructions and improvise if there is none. However, the view of administrators of teachers rarely making learners create/bring materials from home or ensure that materials suit their levels is contradicted here, because teachers’ responses to item 10 have a mean of 4.62 as against the administrators’ mean of 2.11 and SD of 0.82. Teachers’ mean of 2.55/SD of 1.37 and administrators’ mean of 1.86/SD 0.67 in item 11 indicates that the trainer in the Pocket is rarely used as a guide for selecting instructional methods.

Teachers’ responses to item 12 have a mean of 4.50 and SD of 0.52, which indicates that teachers always use the TDP Jigawa state lesson plan as guide when planning instructions. But, the administrators’ view is they rarely do so as is shown with a mean of 1.85 and an SD of 0.67.

H1. There is no significant deference between teachers’ and administrators’ responses on the use of appropriate classroom language during instructions.

H2. There is no significant deference between teachers’ and administrators’ responses on the implementation of learnt methods and skills during instructions.

H3. There is no significant deference between teachers’ and administrators’ responses on the improvisation of no-cost/low-cost materials and use of TDP materials as guide during instructions.

The first, second and fourth variables in this construct show p values of 0.98, 0.82 and 0.33 respectively, indicating no significant deference between the responses of the two groups. The third variable, however, have p value of 0.001, thereby indicating statistical significant deference between their responses.

V. IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY

The findings of the research could help decision-making and TDP training modifications. SSVs could be intensified to ensure that administrators capture aspects that are not being implemented; like chants songs, rhymes, and storytelling. The work could also help state and local education Quality Assurance officials in their follow-up activities. It could help them decide which aspects of teacher effectiveness to emphasize in their quality reviews and plans. The results of this work could be used in national or state initiatives in their efforts to improve state and local government teacher training activities. Lastly, it can provide gaps for other researches; i.e. examining how SSVs are conducted, to find out if they have the potential of capturing every aspect of implementation by teachers in their instructions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

To sum up, the mean values of data from both groups of respondents on items 1, 2, 5, 7, and 9 shows no significant difference between administrators’ and teachers’ responses. Disagreement in the mean values of both groups on the items 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 12 are a bit wide, but not complete because, “always”, “mostly” and “sometimes” denote existence. This might be why, when the p for whole aspects were calculated, they showed no significant difference between the responses of the two groups.

Therefore, it can be concluded that there are no significant differences between administrators’ and teachers’ responses on the implementation of learnt classroom language, learnt methods and skills, improvisation of materials and use of TDP materials as guide. This conclusion indicates that, administrators’ responses that point to teachers’ reluctance to fully implement some components of the constructs under study did not show ineffectiveness on their part. This can be backed up with the assertion that most teachers were found to be more creative, innovative [2] and generate means to support struggling learners [21].
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